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A Message from the Headmaster
With the forthcoming half term break, we enter the second half of the academic year

looking forward to the remaining weeks of spring term and the busy summer term ahead.

The year so far has included excellent sporting results, fantastic musical events, launch

days, trips and learning. I have enjoyed every aspect of Cumnor life and look forward to all

that is to follow.  

Last week I attended one of the infamous Cumnor House informal concerts, I was

thoroughly impressed by the quality, diversity and expertise on show. Thank you to all the

boys who worked so hard to produce such a lovely performance and to Mr Sizer and his

team, who never cease to amaze with their hard work and dedication to music.  

With spring just around the corner it feels like the appropriate time to be celebrating new

additions to our Cumnor family and I would like to congratulate Mrs Finch and Mrs Gannon

on becoming pregnant, both are due closer to the end of the summer term and more

information will follow with regard to maternity arrangements.  

Have a great week and an enjoyable half term rest.  

Mr Cummings  
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Awarded: Friday 2 February 2018

RC - Josh 

For really trying to focus on his work and 

is trying to work independently. 

RN - Daniy 

For trying really hard with all his learning in the classroom.

1S - Ayaan Mir 

For being a helpful and sensible member of our class.

1T - Alexander Caiado  

For excellent listening and good concentration.

1W - Micah Spero 

For being an excellent role model.

2C - Muhammad Mehr Ali 

For his excellent effort this week.

2G - Sean Grant 

For increased effort in his lessons

2S - Oscar Xu 

For trying hard to concentrate at his table 



The Cumnor House Parents’ Association would like to invite you to the Parents’ and Teachers’ 

Quiz Night!!! Come down and enjoy a lovely Caribbean Buffet at the Old Whitgiftian Rugby Club 

on Friday 9th March from 7pm and test yourself against both the Teachers and other parents with 

a battle of wits!! We will have Wayne Trice as our Quiz master for the evening who will be sure to 

put us through our paces! 

Tickets are £15 which includes entrance and a Caribbean buffet. 

to purchase tickets please click on the link below. See you there! 

HTTP://BUYTICKETS.AT/CUMNORHOUSESCHOOLPARENTSASSOCIATION
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